
Corporate Office

GHP GROUP
3rd Floor,

Millennium Tower,
Behind IOC Petrol Pump,

Opp. IIT Powai, Mumbai - 400 076
Telefax - 022-4247 9999

Website: www.ghpcorp.com
Email: info@ghpcorp.com

Jaipur Office
D-105, Golden Oak, Devi Marg,

Bani Park, Jaipur - 302006
Telefax - 0141-220 1454, 220 3810

 
Architects:  Space Grid

C-49, Vidhya Apartment, Paras Marg,
Bapu Nagar, Jaipur
Cell: 093149 18766 

 
Project Management Consultants:

 PROMAC Advisors Pvt. Ltd.
  S-104, “SUMER COMPLEX”

Gautam Marg, Behind Bagadiya Bhawan,
C-Scheme, Jaipur

Tel: 0141-510 2551, 510 3551
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Call: + 91 98290 63706, 97998 85225, 98292 00282

Disclaimer : The contents of this brochure are purely conceptual and have no legal binding on us.
 Developers reserve the right to amend the layout plans, number of floors, elevations, color scheme, specifications and other amenities.
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Royale Residential Apartments



THE ESSENCE OF GOOD LIVINGTHE ESSENCE OF GOOD LIVING

Royale Residential Apartments

3 / 4 BHK  Royale Luxury Apartments

8333 Sq. yards plot

4 Towers

65% Open Space 

Located at Prime Location of Bani park



A Space

 where one feels warm,

 comfortable and secure

“Indralok” The name itself suggest a heaven. 

A place we all want to see and live for eternity. 

GHP Group is proud to present

“Indralok” which encompasses the beauty and 

glory of heaven. A pleasant place with beautiful 

landscape and wide open spaces that 

will heighten the living senses of its residents. 

The side passage of the swimming pool will 

provide a delightful walk through the pool.

The attractive play area offers a perfect place for 

kids to have a barrier free fun.

Beautiful landscapes  and walkways

THE ESSENCE OF GOOD LIVING

Sitting Area Kids Play Zone

Royale Residential Apartments



Enjoy the privacy  of your lavish bedroom

Life is a suite

Elegant spaces welcomes you,

as you step into Indralok.

Discover the joy of spacious

rooms and watch the beautiful

architecture come alive.

Thanks to the best architects

and designers for every corner

of the flat boasts of smart

usage of space. This is a

home that will delight you.

Wooden Flooring in Master bedroom

2*2 feet Vitrified tiles in drawing,

dinning and other rooms

Designer Concept Toilets with Branded Fitting

Sanitary Work with Branded Fixtures



Heaven  and  Home ecstasy

“Indralok” homes are 3 / 4 Bhk Luxury apartments 

designed thoughtfully for those who seek a noble 

lifestyle amidst wide open spaces located 

exclusively at Shiv Marg, Bani Park, one of the 

posh lacality of Jaipur. Spread over 8333 sq. 

yards, the layout ensures 65 % wide open land 

providing serenity to its residents. Indralok offers a 

trendy yet comfortable living space that will 

heighten your living senses to a different altitude. 

Each & every corner convene the essence of 

lavishness with comfort. Be a part of it to feel it. 

This contemporary haven boasts of high-quality 

construction standards, charming designs 

elements, superior fixtures and finishes and an 

exceptional range of lifestyle amenities at a 

surprisingly competitive price that’s hard to resist!
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Welcome to the stress free zone....Welcome to the stress free zone....

The epitome

of style & elegance

Health Club, Steam, Sauna

Swimming Pool

State of Art Gymnasium

Indoor Games

Yoga, Aerobics, Meditation 

Library

Jogging Track / Walking Track

Childern Play Area

Party Lawn



Luxurious Amenities

Special Amenities
- Earthquake Resistant R.C.C Design

- Decorative Entrance Lobby

- Gymnasium for society Members

- Society Meeting Room / Half Hall for small functions

- Jogging / Walking Track in compound

- Automatic Lift - Otis / Schindler

- Provision for water harvesting

- Landscaping by specialized Architect / Consultants

- Society Office

- Letter boxes

Kitchen and Bathroom
- Designer glazed tiles up to beam level in all bathrooms and Kitchens

- Exhaust fans in kitchen and bathrooms

- Granite kitchen platform with stainless steel sink

- Good Quality geysers in all bathrooms

- Waterproof doors for the bathrooms

Flooring
- Wooden Flooring in One Bedroom

- 2*2 Vitrified tiles in living room

- 2*2 Vitrified flooring tiles in all other rooms

   and passages

Doors and Windows

- Aluminum sliding windows with powder coating and proper

  locking sysytem in all rooms

- Decorative main door with high quality hardware

Security

- C.C T.V and Intercoms in the buildings

- One Security Cabin

- Compound wall

Electrification and Plumbing

- Proper Light Fittings inside the compound staircase and onthe entrance gates

- Concealed Plumbing - single lever diverter ( Jaquar / Equivalent make )

- Concealed Copper electric wiring of standard company

- Telephone lines and T.V cable outlets in living room and all bedrooms

- Leak proof terrace with mosaic chips water proofing

- A high quality storm water drainage system in the compound

Walls and Paints

- High quality interior and exterior paints

- POP finish on the wall



www.ghpcorp.com

GHP Group, founded by the Late Shri Gopal Chandrabhan Sharma is presently spearheaded by Mr. Prashant Sharma and Mr. Dikshant Sharma. 
The duo continues to fulfil the vision of their founding father and translate it into reality.

Powai’s success story would be incomplete without the noble contribution of the Sharma family. Post independence, the then Prime Minister of 
India, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru motivated Shri Chandrabhan Sharma to contribute to the cause of nation building. Shri Chandrabhan Sharma rose 
to the occasion and donated a portion of his land to the state. This is the same site where the prestigious Indian Institute of Technology proudly 
stands.

Powai's modernization started with Gopal Sharma's construction business in 1975 under the flagship of GHP Corp. Prashant Apartments was the 
first modern building to come up in Powai after IIT followed by the 13 storey Bhawani Tower.

Having a strong vision and ably supported by a dedicated team, the company has to its credit a construction of around 3 milion sq.ft  till date. 
From sky rocketing towers, prolific residential complexes, busy commercial plazas to exotic resorts; the company has managed to carve a niche for 
itself in the construction industry.

The ‘Midas Touch’ of the GHP Group has not remained confined to the construction arena alone, as can be assuaged from the fact that it has 
diversified into a host of other areas. Whether it is catering to the insatiable taste buds, providing pleasure and relaxation to tired minds or toning 
worked up bodies; GHP is at its best. Through Food courts, Exotic resorts and Spas; the company is reaching out and inviting more and more 
people into its satisfied and contented fold.

Mission
To provide the best of amenities, facilities and a whole new world of convenience to residents. And to provide a thriving hub of opportunities and 
an environment conducive to growth to enterprises.

Vision
To continue to set standards in the industry by constantly developing valued added services besides excelling in its core business.

Group of Companies
GHP CORPORATION
GHP ENTERPRISES
BUILDERS ALLIANCE PVT. LTD., JAIPUR
HEALTH COLONIES & CONSTRUCTION PVT. LTD.
SUNCITY HOUSING
SUNCITY REALTY
SNEHA ENTERPRISE
BOMBAY BUILDERS
BHAWANI AUTO TRADERS
GOPAL SHARMA MEMORIAL SCHOOL
SMT. DURGA DEVI SHARMA CHARITABLE TRUST
MANAV DHARM MISSION TRUST
CHANDRA BHAN SHARMA JUNIOR COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & COMMERCE

Real Estate | Hospitality | Education Ongoing Projects

Eden Garden
Rajawas, Sikar Road, Jaipur

Residency Royale
Sardar Patel Marg, C-Scheme, Jaipur

Eden Garden Grandeur
Rajawas, Sikar Road, Jaipur

GHP Sonnet
Kharghar, Mumbai

GHP Mulund Devi
Mulund, Mumbai

GHP Aston
Kharghar, Mumbai
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Site Address: B-16, Shiv Marg, Bani park, Jaipur

Location Map

Shiv Circle

Satellite Hospital

Kanti Chandra Road
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Khasa Kothi 


